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 Featured Talent The "Last Year" section is empty as 2018 is still going on. Featured Talent details Featuring a set of unique in-
game costumes, similar to the Event-exclusive collection of 2016. PlayStation 4 Steam Xbox One Nintendo Switch Mobile was
added to the build on 11 December 2018.Previously, all characters could use theirto earn Gil to use at theCarmona's laboratory.
The tutorial now uses the Gil system, but those already at the lab will be refunded Gil.The player has the option to purchase the

optional "Play Event" skin. Using Gil, the player will be able to purchase this item, granting the player the "Play Event"
skin.Carmona can now be purchased with Gil.Unlike last year's, this year'sis no longer purchasable with Gil. However, it can

now be "borrowed" for a price: "I can only borrow it for a moment; when I return it to you, it will expire in an hour." After the
hour elapses, Carmona will be back to his original state.The rewards at the end of the game are randomized for each play-

through, rather than the same rewards being given every time. In addition, Event Mode rewards are now given out to all players,
while only those that play through the optional "Play Event" skin can claim special Event Mode rewards.Carmona will once

again be the event's last event-exclusive character.This year's event will be the first year where there are no censored versions of
any of the bosses.All of the bosses have been adjusted to be closer to the official artwork: The fight with "Vulpix", for example,
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now has the Vulpix as the stage boss instead of the Foxy Fox.There is no longer a way to "defeat" the small cluster of spheres
that are the "naval enemies". These enemies do not attack or use any of the abilities. However, their depletion will stop the

"game over" screen from appearing.In addition, the pirate boat, cannons, and mugs that can be purchased using gil at the market
are not only usable after the player has played through the event, but they can also be purchased using gil once again. Both the
ship's cannons and mugs can be sold at the market for Gil.The "last-seen" board feature that was added last year 82157476af
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